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The SILK CUT Business Development Pla n

CONFIDENTIAL :

I bought time from Jimmi a geeing that we would complete the first stage during w/c
October 24 and discuss it with him then . I would like you and Grey to talk to me about
progress this Friday October 2 1

Source Material :

To understand what we might achieve outside the European Union, we should
understand the UK model of success. I attach some brief memories of that model .
There are significant gaps which you should attempt to till in with Grey's help . Trevor

Bates should be able to provide the essential numbers i e . share and volume over the last
25 years in the tJK Rob Ferris has interviewed many UK smokers over the year s

Perhaps Trevor or Kate Holroyd or even Paul Bingham has data on SILK CUT, Some
five years ago BAT seriously considered buying SILK CUT worldwide . I did some
work on that but Paul, Trevor, David Salt, the Head of Accounting Services, and maybe
fain Milne in Corporate Accounting were heavily involved .

The Asian/Pacific OpCos have responded to a request from Millbank to give a view on
the potential for the brand in each market .

Gallaher International launched the brand with ARP support in Germany, Spain and
Greece . No success was achieved apparently . Grey is checking with its local office for
data .

Discussion with Jimmi .

I am sure you will advise me at our meeting on Friday how you intend to approach
constructing the Business Development Plan . I assume as part of your recommendations
that you will propose talking to target consumers in identified key markets with suitable
stimuli as soon as possible . We have fiends to do it this year .
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One key question is how SILK CUT could best fit into the Group's portfolio of Low Tar
brands. We have a number of contenders already .

One other key question is to decide whether SILK CUT should remain
Virginia/Modified Virginia or if it could have a blended product? What would be the
ramifications of the latter course ?
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SILK CUT

What was the UK Model?

In the UK when the Sunday newspaper Colour Sections started in the early 1970's
CDP created a full page colour ad for these magazines with the headline "The Mild
Cigarette" and a coffee cup with cream being poured onto a teaspoon . The style was
SILK CUT with the red square which was a cork tipped 70mm cigarette .

The charge in excise meant in the mid 1970's that King Size cigarettes became cheaper .
This gave Gallaher's main brand Benson & Hedges a tremendous boost and it became
market leader . The SILK CUT King Size version had a purple square and this took
over from its red cousin . The ad campaign from CDP varied a little in colour tones but
looked eventually the same with the cream going into the coffee . The change was the
headline which became "The Low Tar Cigarette" .

Gallaher kept plugging this product message away for years and as consumers needs
changed so SILK CUT became in the UK synonymous with low tar. It thus appeared
to be unchallenged by any meaningful competition . To maintain its image new lower
tar styles were launched . To head any League Table it had a I mg version . The Parent
purple version has had its tar delivery lowered from (as I recall) 9mg to its current
7mg: the light purple Extra Mild version claims 3mg and 0 .3mg and the Ultra Low
I ma and 0 .1 m- .

Trial : Whilst the magazine message put it in the company of better educated, more
affluent smokers, its newspaper and cinema ads suggested potential smokers should try
it for two weeks i e . buy a carton to get used to it . The brand's advertising never tried
to frighten consumers into smoking it but the messages from the brand were delivered
in an intelligent, confident manner.

Profile: I have no data on what type of smoker switched to the brand at various
stages of its development .

Distribution : No data on the distribution strategy . It is safe to assume focus was on
London and the South East initially .

Name: From the start the name Benson & Hedges was on the front of the pack in two
places . First, it is in the Royal Warrant from The Queen . Second, it was at the bottom
of the front panel as the manufacturer . Now this has been moved to the back panel .

Nowhere on the UK pack does (or did) the name Gallaher appear . The Duty Free
pack shows Gallaher as the manufacturer .

The Benson & Hedges name gave prestigious credibility to SILK CUT .

Sponsorship : For some years SILK CUT sponsored a Country & Western Festival at
Wembley (as I recall) which was a way, presumably, to widen the brand's appeal .
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Far more sexy and virile were the SILK CUT Jaguars which won LeMans in the 1980's
and which were awash with publicity . The cars were sleek, powerful and successful
and the colours of the team including the purple of SILK CUT were instantly
recognisable .

Colour Choice : Purple is an imperial colour to the British and thus gives credibility
and prestige . It was Saatchi and Saatchi which saw the opportunity for the brand to
own the colour .

Pack Design: The parent pack type face for the words "SILK CUT" changed in the
last five years from a chunkier, old-fashioned style to the current bolder, thinner type-
face. The effect on the share and sales performance is not known by me .
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